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Minutes of Meeting. 


One day State Level Workshop on National Consultation on 
New Education Policy held on 7th August, 2015 at Hotel 
Peterhoff Shimla under the Chairmanship of Hon’ble 
Additional Chief Secretary (Education) to the Government of 
Himachal Pradesh. 

During the workshop on Consultation on New Education Policy 
elaborate discussions were held about the New Education Policy which 
is being framed at the National Level. Details/minutes of which are as 
hereunder:-

o	 About one hundred participants participated in this workshop.  
o	 All the participants were welcomed by Dr.Tilak Raj (Associate 

Professor) of SCERT Solan.  
o	 At the very outset the participants gave their introduction and 

most of the participants were college Principals, Principals 
DIETs, Deputy Directors of Higher & Elementary Education, 
BEEO and some other associate professor from SCERT 
Solan and also the officials from other departments. 

o	 Dr. B.L Vinta Jt. DHE(C-II) initiated the discussion on New 
Education Policy. 

o	 Dr. B.L Vinta Jt. DHE(C-II) talked about various education 
policies which were in vogue from time to time.  

o	 All the participants were of the view that the basic tenet of 
New Education Policy should be ‘Bottom to Top’ unlike 
earlier policies which were based on Top to Bottom 
approach. 

o	 Young and visionary Sh. D.C Rana Additional Secretary 
(Education) to the Govt. of Himachal Pradesh talked and 
discussed in details about New Education Policy to be framed 
at the National Level. 

o	 Director Higher Education has been designated as Nodal 
Officer at the state level whereas; Deputy Directors Higher 
Education will be Nodal Officers at the respective District 
Level and BEEOs are Nodal Officer at Block Level. 

o	 The Process of consultation has to start from Panchayat 
Level upwards and resolutions passed by each Panchayat 
will be uploaded on the website.   
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o	 The basic aim and object of New Education Policy is to 
prepare the citizens for 21st Century. 

o	 The detailed and elaborate discussion was held on thirteen 
theme for school education and twenty themes for higher 
education. 

o	 The worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education 
specifically talked about the need of quality education. He 
talked about the Indian Education in international perspective 
and compared the parameters of education especially with 
China. 

o	 Worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education told the 
participants that in H.P almost every child is enrolled in school 
which is better than other states of the Union.  

o	 The worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education 
specifically cited the example of “APPLE” company how it 
progressed and attained such heights as well as also talked 
about the rise of various other such companies. He told the 
participants that education is very important for each 
individual, family and the society at large.  

o	 The worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education said that 
all the departments have stake in education. He also 
appreciated the role of NIC.  

o	 He also stressed the need to enroll more and more students 
in higher education and to ensure quality education to all the 
students. 

o	 Worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education highlighted 
the fact that the progress of a nation is directly proportional to 
the quality of the education. 

o	 Worthy Additional Chief Secretary of Education told the 
participants that inequalities in education lead to many 
serious problems in the society. 

o	 He talked about some salient points of 1986 policies and its 
review which was done in the year1992. 

o	 Dr.Tilak Raj (Associate Professor SCERT Solan) talked about 
the themes of school education. 

o	 Worthy Additional Secretary (Education) Sh. D.C. Rana told 
the participants that New Education Policy should ensure 
inclusive education for all and the basic approach of the 
policy should be “Bottom to Top”. 
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o	 New Education Policy should be such as to promote research 
innovations so as to make India the Superpower of 
Knowledge in the time to come. 

o	 In the workshop discussion was also held about ICTand its 
role in imparting education. ICT enables teaching learning 
process and make it more interesting and meaningful.  

o	 Discussion was also held about the role of ICT in education of 
Children with special needs. 

o	 State Project Director Sh. Ghanshyam stressed that the 

contents of the syllabus/curriculum all over the country should 

be same and it should include all the topics regarding which 

questions are asked in the various examinations of national 

level. 

o	 Twenty Themes of Higher Education, were discussed in 

details during the meeting. Special emphasis/ suggestions 

were made to develop abilities and capacities in students so 

as to enable them to carry out complex activities and the day 

to day chores and develop in them the interpersonal skills. 

o	 During the meeting Sh. R P Chopra Principal G C 

Dharamshala talked on the ranking of Higher Education 

Institutions and Accreditations. 

o	 Sh. Yog Raj Singh from GCTE Dharamshala presented his 

viewpoints on Pace Setting Roles of Central Institutes. 

o	 Sh. Krishan Vaidya, Principal G C Nehri presented his views 

on Integrating Skill Development in Higher Education & on 

Improving the Quality of Regulation. 

o	 Smt. Diksha Malhotra, Principal GC Nahan, talked in details 

on Linking Higher Education to Society. 

o	 Sh. Arvind Sehgal, Principal G C Rewalsar, discussed 

regarding Promoting Research and Innovation in Higher 

Education. 
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o	 Dr. Ashok Awasthi, Principal, GC, Mandi, discussed in details 

regarding Engagement with Industry to Link Education to 

Employability. 

o	 Sh. Ashith Kumar, Principal, GC Dehri, spoke on the topic on 

New Knowledge. 

o	 The others, Sh. Shashi Sood, Principal, GC Solan, Sh. 

Jagdish Lal, Principal, GC Ghumarwin, Sh. R.R. Chauhan, 

Principal, GC, Kotshera Shimla-4, Sh. R. Bhardwaj, Principal, 

GC Bilaspur and Sh. K.K. Banta, Principal, GC Shahpur 

expressed their suggestions through mails respectively on 

topics; Improving State Public Universities, Bridging Gender & 

Social Gaps, Developing the Best Teachers, Meaningful 

Partnership with the Private Sector and Financing Higher 

Education. 

o	 All the learned participants held detailed discussions about 

the present education policy and most of the participants 

were of the view that at present the student who graduates as 

engineer, only two percent of them are skilled enough to find 

gainful employment anywhere and earn their livelihood.  

o	 All the participants emphasized the need for imparting quality 

education and to develop employable skills in all the under 

graduate students. 

o	 It was highlighted in the meeting that in the time to come 

there will be more number of young working people available 

in our country as compared to other developed countries.  

o	 It was stressed during the discussions that it is the ‘Quality of 

Work’ which is more important than the ‘Quantity of Work’. 

o	 Detailed discussions were also held during the meeting 

regarding the newly introduced RUSA system. 
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o	 Special reference was made by the participants to the 

recently introduced ‘’Skill India Programme’’ launched by 

our Hon’ble Prime Minister. 

o	 Need was felt during the discussions for inculcation of 

employable skills amongst the graduates so as to enable 

them to earn their livelihood. 

o	 Dr. B.L Vinta Jt. DHE(C-II) stressed the need for 

strengthening the Vocational Education in Schools & 

Colleges. 

o	 Dr. R.P Chopra Principal G.C Dharamshala talked about 

NAAC and told the participants that none of universities of 

India ranks among 200 top Global Universities which is a 

matter of great concerned for all of us. 

o	 Dr. R.P Chopra stressed the need for setting up quality 

insurance cell in all the colleges. He also stressed the need to 

inspire every body more particularly, the students to become 

good human beings. 

o	 Participants discussed about the academic teaching learning 

process and the available facilities and students participation 

in co-curricular activities so as to ensure their all round 

development. 

o	 All the participants stressed the need for better and proper 
co-ordination among the colleges & universities. 

o	 It was felt during the discussions that syllabus needs to be 
revised in every three years as per need of the society from 
time to time.  

o	 Better correlation in Primary, Middle and Higher Education 
was stressed by all the participants so as to achieve the 
overall objectives of education. 

o	 Teacher taught ratio should be as per the established norms 
in this regard for which more teachers need to be appointed. 
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o	 Society especially the parents of the students should give 
feedback about the education being imparted in the 
colleges/schools. 

o	 It was felt by all the participants that Earn and Learn concept 
should be encouraged in the institutions of higher learning. 

o	 All the participants felt the needs for establishment of 
placement cell in every college. 

o	 Pace setting institutions of higher education should be 
established and these institutions should serve as 
trendsetters. 

o	 Need based and choice based system of education should be 
encouraged in all the institutions of higher leaning. 

o	 Thrust areas should be identified and mobility of research 
scholars from one institution to other institutions should be 
encouraged. 

o	 Self Knowledge of good point and weaknesses should be 
critically analyzed. 

o	 During the discussion need was felt for such a education 
system/policy which ensures 100% employability of the 
students. 

o	 During the discussion Dr. B. L. Vinta Joint Director of Higher 
Education, was of the opinion that pass percentage should be 
increased to 50% instead of 35% at present.  

o	 During the discussion most of the participants assailed the 
decision recently taken by the Himachal Pradesh University 
whereby the percentage for admission in B.Ed Colleges has 
been lowered to 35% instead of 50%.  

o	 Special need was felt by all the participants that intellectual 
development as well as social mobility be ensured amongst 
the student for which collective efforts are required from all 
the stakeholders. 

o	 During the discussion, need was also felt to increase the 
gross enrollment of students in the institutions of higher 
learning. 

o	 It was felt during the discussion that there is deterioration in 
the quality of education imparted nowadays. So it was felt that 
new education policy should be such that quality of the 
education is improved and maintained. 

o	 Need was felt for more work on research and innovation.  
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o	 As we all know Education imparts knowledge whereas 
research generates knowledge and there should be research 
projects in PG level of education. 

o	 All the participants stressed that need based and choice 
based search work should be encouraged. In this regard, it 
was felt that UGC, etc, should be approached for liberal 
grants in research work projects. 

o	 Education should be such so as to understand the complex 
realities of the societies.  

o	 Advancement in higher education ultimately leads to the 
upliftment of the society.    

o	 There was unanimity among all the participants that 
curriculum should be defined in such a way so as to produce 
fruitful graduate. Students should be taught in such a way so 
as to apply the knowledge in their daily life which they have 
acquired through education.  

o	 Need was felt for inculcation of moral values and ethics 
among students. 

o	 Some of the participants gave the suggestions that 
colleges/schools should adopt various villages for upliftment.    

o	 Education should be such that it ensures livelihood.  
o	 Special need was felt for stopping the brain drain i.e. the 

migration of the good students to the other developed 
countries. 

o	 Few other participants stressed the needs for NCC to be 
made compulsory in schools and colleges.  

o	 All the participants held that all the student be groomed so as 
to acquire functional skills. 

o	 Other participants held that moral education should be part of 
curriculum.  

o	 All the participants specifically stressed that teaching 
profession be made lucrative and better pay scales be 
ensured for teachers. 

o	 During the discussions need was felt to curb prevalent 
indiscipline amongst the colleges students.  

o	 Worthy Addl. Secretary (Education) Sh. D.C Rana felt the 
need that UGC should be renamed. It should be named so as 
to clearly suggest that it is not merely a grant giving body but 
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has some bigger role such as regulating the functioning of all 
the Universities/ Colleges in  the country. 

o	 All the participants stressed the need for activity based 
teaching learning in the class-room.  

o	 In the end, Dr. B.L.Vinta (Jt. DHE C-II) thanked all the 
participants for their valuable suggestions and thoughtful 
discussions.    

(Dr. B.L. Vinta) 

Joint Director of Higher Education(C), 

Himachal Pradesh 




 

 

     
 

      

     
  

  
  

  
  

  

        
 

 
 

  

     
  

 
 
  

  

         
  

 
  

  

     
 

  
  

 
  

  

      
   

 

  

   
  

 

       
 
  

  

        

    
 

    

    
 

    

    
 

   

    
 

    

        
         
        

State  Level  Consultative Meeting  on  New  National  Educational  Policy  under  the  
Chairmanship  of  Additional  Chief  Secretary  (Education)  to  the  Government  of 

Himachal Pradesh on 07th August, 2015 at Hotel Peterhoff, Shimla at 11:00 A. M.

Attendance Sheet 

S. No. Name & Designation 
Sh./Smt. 

Office Address e‐mail address Mobile No. 

1 D. C. Rana, Additional 
Secretary (Education) 

H.P. Secretariat, 
Government of 
Himachal Pradesh 
, Shimla‐2 

dcrana04@yahoo.co.in 94181‐84700 

2 Dr. R. K. Pruthi, Director Directorate of 
Elementary 
Education, 
Shimla‐1 

pruthi.rk.@rediffmail.com 94184‐55298 

3 Ghan Shyam Chand, State 
Project Director 

SSA/RMSA, 
Himachal 
Pradesh, Shimla‐1 

spdssahp@gmail.com 94180‐02410 

4 Dr. B. L. Vinta, Jt. Director Directorate of 
Higher Education, 
Himachal 
Pradesh, Shimla‐1 

b.l.vinta907@gmail.com 94184‐84190 

5 M.L. Azad, Additional Director 
(School) 

Directorate of 
Higher Education, 
Himachal 
Pradesh, Shimla‐1 

addll.dir.@rediffmail.com 94188‐55013 

6 Dr. Vishal Sood, Department of 
Education, H.P. U. 
Shimla‐5 

sood_vishal77@rediffmail.com 94182‐04500 

7 A. J. Dogra, District 
Welfare Officer 

District Welfare 
Office, Shimla 

94182‐14242 

8 Satish Sharma, Dy. Director Panchyati Raj, 
Himachal 
Pradesh, Shimla 

deputy_director@hotmail.com 94189‐29292 

9 Hem Raj, Associate Professor SCERT Solan 94184‐63779 

10 Rita Sharma Associate 
Professor 

SCERT Solan sharmart18@gmail.com 94184‐85115 

11 Dr.Anjana Sood Associate 
Professor 

SCERT Solan asood.eco@gmail.com 94183‐05123 

12 Dr.Tilak Raj Associate 
Professor 

SCERT Solan 94181‐26967 

13 Tanendra Devi Assistant 
Professor 

SCERT Solan devitanendra@gmail.com 94185‐79712 

14 Dovya Sharma Lecturer SCERT Solan sharmadovya1972@gmail.com 94180‐66346 
15 Monika Sharma TGT Science SCERT Solan mnkshr80@gmail.com 94180‐32712 
16 Vijay Sharma Lecturer SCERT Solan vjsharma93@yahoo.com 94181‐16739 



         
         
      
        
        
      

       
        
        
     

 
    

       
        
        
         

        
        
        
      

  
  

        
       
        
        
         
        
         
         
        
     

 
  

         
         
       
        
        
       
        
       
    
       
       
       
       
      
       
       
        

17 Randhir Chawla Assistant Prof. SCERT Solan rschowlala@gmail.com 94184‐63838 
18 Rakesh Sharma Assistant Prof. SCERT Solan rcpsharma@gmail.com 94181‐33159 
19 Ashok Gautam SCERT Solan 94180‐70039 
20 Dr. Satish Rana SCERT Solan satisrana@gmial.com 94184‐85552 
21 Kusum Sharma PGT SCERT Solan kusumbhanu@gmail.com 80914‐10080 
22 Neelam Sharma SCERT Solan 94182‐03264 

23 B.S Mehta SCERT Solan bsmehta2008@gmail.com 94181‐20202 
24 Shiv Kumar Sharma SCERT Solan skraili69@gmail.com 94180‐18936 
25 S.K. Pathak, Principal GCTE D/Shala sk.pathak1960@gmail.com 94184‐65360 
26 Sh. Yugraj Singh, Asstt. 

Professor 
GCTE D/Shala yugraj2088@gmail.com 94181‐11841 

27 Veena Thakur GCTE D/Shala veenathakur1602@gmail.com 94590‐09274 
28 Diksha Malhotra Principal GC Nahan malhotradiksha18@gmail.com 94186‐57574 
29 Ashok Munjal Principal GC Kumarsain ashokmunjal@gmail.com 94180‐08636 
30 Dr. Arvind Sehgal Principal GC Rewalsar gdcrewalsar@gmail.com 94180‐52870 

31 Ashish Kumar Principal GC Dehari kumarashish48@gmail.com 94592‐22096 
32 R.P Chopra Principal GC D/Shla gdcdharamshal.com 94180‐15717 
33 Kuldeep Banta Principal GC Shahpur Principalgcshahpur@gmail.com 98167‐51168 
34 Ram Paul Bhardwaj Principal GCDaulatpur 

Chowk Una 
rampaulbj@gmail.com 94180‐75824 

35 Dr.S.K Chawla Pirnicpal GC Una gpcuna68@gmail.com 94180‐44030 
36 SumanBedi Principal GC Chamba principalgcchamba@gmail.com 94181‐66719 
37 Dr.Bhaktavatsalam Principal Adarsh Skt. Dohgi principalvatsal@yahoo.com 94180‐94293 
38 Jagdish Lal Principal GC Ghumarwin gcghumarwin‐hp@nic.in 94182‐03768 
39 Dr. Rakesh Bhardwaj Principal GC Bilaspur principalgpgcbilaspur@gmail.com 94181‐24646 
40 Krishan Vaidya Principal GC Nihri krishanvaidya@gmail.com 94180‐25699 
41 Dr Ashok Awasthi Principal GC Mandi Awasth6209@gmail.com 94181‐62493 
42 Dr. R.R. Chauhan Principal GC ChauraMaidan drrajaramchauhan@gmail.com 94180‐75700 
43 Dr.Pushpa Sharma Principal GC Kullu gckullu_hp@nic.in 94181‐00578 
44 S.K.Gautam Principal Govt. Poltechnic 

Kandaghat 
gpwkandghat@gmail.com 94180‐14744 

45 Dr. C.L. Sankhyan Principal GC Arki clsankhyan@gmail.com 94180‐24418 
46 Dr. Shashi Kumar Principal GC Solan Gcsolan_hp@nic.in 89882‐47170 
47 Ravi Jamwal DDHE Bilaspur ddhe@rediffmail.com 98057‐50929 
48 Vijay Singh Thakur DDHE Chamba ddhechamba@rediffmail.com 94180‐81629 
49 Som Dutt Sankhayan DDHE Hamirpur ddhehamirpur@rediffmail.com 94189‐62245 
50 Kamal Gupta DDHE Kangra ddhekangra@rediffmail.com 94180‐20190 
51 Rakesh Kumar Bhardwaj DDHE Kinnaur ddhekinnaur@rediffmail.com 94181‐23049 
52 Susheel Pundeer DDHE Mandi ddhemandi@rediffmail.com 94183‐29077 
53 DDHE Shimla ddheshimla@rediffmail.com 
54 Jiwan Sharma DDHE Solan ddhesolan@rediffmail.com 94180‐02320 
55 Ramesh Chauhan DDHE Sirmour ddhesirmour@rediffmail.com 94181‐63421 
56 Surrender Pathania DDEE Chamba ddeechamba@rediffmail.com 98055‐59214 
57 InderJeet Singh DDEE Hamirpur ddeehamirpur@gmail.com 94184‐53708 
58 Deepak DDEE Kangra deepakkinaget@gmail.com 98166‐21772 
59 Kulwant Pathania DDEE Kullu ddeekullu@rediffmail.com 94183‐89189 
60 Vijay Awasthi DDEE Kinnaur ddeekinnaur@gmail.com 98165‐32584 
61 Karam Dutt Sharma DDEE Mandi mdmmnd@gmail.com 941844‐77182 



       
    

 
   

       
       
      
      
       
     

 
 

      
     

 
 

      

62 K.S. Ranout DDEE Shimla ddeeshimla@gmail.com 94188‐71871 
63 DR. Chandreshwer Sharma 

DDEE 
Solan ddeesolan@rediffmail.com 94181‐33304 

64 Bhajan Singh DDEE Sirmour ddeesirmour@rediffmail.com 98053‐89077 
65 H.R. Guleria DDEE Una ddeeuna@gmail.com 94599‐45902 
66 Y.S. Parmar BEEO Hamirpur 94180‐20251 
67 Balwant Singh BEEO Kullu 86797‐26197 
68 Mukta Thakur BEEO Mandi (Balh) 94180‐37598 
69 Udam Verma BEEO Shimla(Kumarsain 

) 
94182‐33677 

70 LaxmiNand BEEO Solan beeo.kgt.@c.com 96254‐04637 
71 Chet Ram BEEO Sirmour 

(Nohradhar) 
98164‐40261 

72 Kamlesh Kumari BEEO Una 98164‐82827S 
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